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A Mückle Spiele é uma pequena editora alemã que nasce como um label associado à fornecedora alemã de
componentes para jogos Spielmaterial.
O JE este à conversa com Harald Mücke mentor do projecto e fez-lhe algumas questões relacionadas com a
“jovem” Mücle Spiele e o novo lançamento da marca “Schwarzes Gold”.
Aproveito desde já para agradecer a simpatia do entrevistado e a sua sinceridade na abordagem das questões!
1 – Tell us a little about Mückle Spiele history.
HM - Mücke Spiele is the new branch of www.spielmaterial.de, the largest provider of game components on the
market. In recent years, Mücke Spiele “only” featured boardgames of my own, including Christmas Penguins
(www.weihnachtspinguine.de) and Let the church into the village (www.lass-die-kirche-ins-dorf.de). This year,
we will start with the first game from an external author.

2 – Could you explain us the origins of Schwarzes Gold?
HM - Schwarzes Gold from Bernhard Weber is one of the winning titles of the first game author’s competition
(second just started – see www.spielmaterial.de -> competition). The task in these competition is to create a
boardgame using specified pieces of game components. In the case of Schwarzes Gold that have been the gaming
pieces of the Kosmos game “Giganten”. Bernhard developed an easy going game suitable for a wide range of
players. The game has two parts, the first were you place your derricks or oil tokens on the map. In the second
phase the players try to develop as many oil (tokens) as they can, however, the other players do the same…
We worked on the game concept to allow also to have a more complex game included. Thus, the backside of the

map is another map, which – on the basis of the first rules – allows more complexitiy by adding trains, tracks and
other building measures.

3 - How many Schwarzes Gold’s copy will you print for 1st edition?
HM - We start with 1,000 copies
4 – How much will cost the game?
HM - The shop will sell it at 19,99 EUR, the fair price is 18 EUR

5 – Have other games to present in Essen 2009? Tell us about them.
HM -2009 will see a new version of Christmas Penguins (new wooden figures and design). Furthermore, we will
sell the game “Linwood” of New Zealand based Garphill Games.
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